The Cosmic Spiritual
Hierarchy transmits
CLARITY regarding
monumental activities.

The belief in two powers is collapsing – bringing
to an end duality consciousness

T

he Cosmic Spiritual Hierarchy are here to
help you empower yourself in supporting
the full awakening of your own Divinity,
by understanding the Great Laws of our Universe
and receiving the Sacred Flames, Cosmic Light
and Miracle Love. Every Cosmic Being knows all
the activities of the Sacred Fire (that knows only
perfection and is the electronic force) and is the
greatest Power in the Universe, where LIGHT
and magnetic belts of LOVE are drawn.
Life inside your heart knows more than the
intellect that civilization as it now exists is
collapsing - bringing an awakening and the
beginning of a new civilization by 2013.

of the Christ, as the love registered in your
minds, feelings, bodies and world, is cloaked in
duality consciousness. If the Light of the Father
(the Christ) is to come into you and grow, the
Divine Mother’s Love - AKASHA (the heart and
Soul) MUST be there, to receive the Light of the
Father. If the Love of the Mother is not there to
receive the Light, you can only receive so much
Light.
Christ consciousness is a state of consciousness
and is the absolute unified mind and heart of an
individual being, in which there is no shadow –
zero conflict within that being and all forces of
omniscience, omnipotence and omnipresence
come together individualized as that person.
Over the many years beyond 2012, those of you
who are standing and facing the Light and doing
the best you can, will be SO raised through your
own Resurrection, as Jesus was raised through
his Resurrection and will be armed with powers
that no human condition can raise its hand
against.

In terms of a Cosmic Divine Plan that begins to
operate soon, you are only months away from
the beginning of the end of the world
consciousness of duality.

On May 21st 2012 a gateway/portal begins to
open between your octave and the greater
stratospheres of your Earth. By May 26th 2012,
that gateway will be fully open, POURING forth
key activities of the Sacred Fire from the 5th and
greater dimensions of your own planet.

Jesus Christ said to you long ago, “I AM with you
until the end of the world and beyond....” and he
and others have come and have been very clear
with you; the end of the world is NOT the end of
the physical octave of Earth and it is NOT the end
of the third dimension.

Saint Germain’s Violet Consuming Flames of
Love, Mercy and Forgiveness will act upon the
atmosphere of Earth and your planet and the
feeling side of human kind.

It is the beginning of the end of ALL discord
within the civilization of man, opening the way
for the civilization of your true glorious nature Christ Consciousness, to come forth upon this
planet, opening the way for the Seventh Golden
Age to be fulfilled.
On the path of awakening you have been
compromised in your ability to receive the Light
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The Cosmic Christ Blue Flames of Archangel
Michael will pour greater Purity and Protection
around those and that which has stood for the
Light.
The Golden Flames of ALL Christ Illumination
will provide a greater Light in the minds of those
yet frozen in the mass consciousness of the
people and finally;
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The Supreme Divine Mother of the Universe,
AKASHA, will pour forth her own Rose Pink
Flames of Divine Love, Will and Grace.
It is the great pouring of these four Mighty
Flames from all the Ascended Master Temples
that prepares the Earth with so much Love,
Mercy and Forgiveness.
Once the gateway/portal is fully opened by 26th
May 2012, the Sacred Fire that is blazing into
your atmosphere of Earth and into the feeling
side of human kind, the powers of nature, the
forces of the elements and the structure of the
Earth, will then assist ALL life on Earth to
assimilate some of the great outpouring of Light,
in which the Light of the Father and the Love of
the Mother shall POUR into the 3rd dimension,
bringing such a Blessing and raising activity.
These are the final days in which Heaven and
Earth meet each other. On December 21st 2012
the portal closes and as much of the Sacred Fire
and the Great Light Rays of the Father and the
Great Magnetic Love currents of the Mother,
that the Earth, her nature and her people could
possibly sustain, will have been given. The portal
closes on the 21st December and on 22nd
December 2012 an historical event occurs.
This event happens to be timed with what is
termed the ancient Mayan calendar, in which
21st December 2012 is known by the ancient
Mayan Elders as the last day in which time is
recorded.
This is the end of the world of the consciousness
of man (duality). It will not take too long into
your future, whether it be 2013 or in 2015 and
2016, that by ALL the tremendous changes upon
your planet, including new Leagues of Nations
being formed and sciences watching the new
structure of how your Earth has formed a new
relationship and successfully shifted upon her
poles, it will not be long before your Scientists
will construct a new calendar, just as the
calendar you presently use was constructed
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some time after the Ascension of Jesus, because
on December 22nd 2012, the most historical
relationship between a star, a sun and that
one’s planets, unfolds for your Earth…
Planet Earth (Gaia) is a living, breathing Being
and in her own inner wisdom began a gradual
shifting of her axis in April 2011. She hasn’t
moved for tens of thousands of years as she
ought to have, for she adjusts and shifts her axis,
supporting a higher vibration and frequency of
Light to be measured within the planet and the
increased Light held and generated by the
people. This is a natural way of Life.
She desires not to wait until 2012, as the
compacting of time for this great shift can be
troublesome, due to the tremendous discord
that has penetrated her gas belts, powers of
Nature, forces of the elements, atmosphere and
inner structure. This human discord doesn’t
allow her to make the shift quickly, without
catastrophic impact upon the surface of the
planet, which would otherwise be a smooth
transition.
When a planet shifts her axis everything
changes, bringing moderation and removing
extremes. The primary reason for this major
transition is to fulfil her own destiny and assist
all Life into a higher frequency of Light, adjusting
to the Christ consciousness coming to the Earth.
Every planet that hosts an intelligent species is
equipped to giving them everything required and
every planet in its evolution shifts its axis,
supporting the evolution of the intelligence living
upon it. Mother Earth now desires to hear you
say “I AM willing to make this shift with you”.
You are all The I AM Race, I AM Creator Beings
and Flames individualized from The Great
Central Sun.
There is the infinite I AM Presence (that
mankind calls God) the individualized I AM
Presence (that each of you are) and the
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impersonal I AM that is embedded in every
particle of life Universal.

the Godhead to come onto the Earth through
the human race.

You are the individualised I AM. You are the
personal I AM.

The 1st House of the I AM Race is the Great
LIGHT - the 2nd House of the I AM Starseed is
the Great LOVE. The other 10 Houses are
tremendous united activities of LIGHT and LOVE.
The evolution of the I AM Race was intended to
be age after age of continual unfoldment, each
age lasting 1 million years.

The impersonal I AM is the very fabric of Life that
unites all particularization that ether, air, fire,
water and earth comes together and unites,
allowing you substance, of which physical
garments and a world of objects and the powers
of nature and the forces of the elements can
unfold. That unfoldment depends upon the
impersonal I AM that is in every particle of Life.
The personal I AM - the individual I AM that each
of you are, are given to be the directors of how
your Life, your Light, your Love will unfold.
The impersonal I AM, of which there are billions
of particles in the atmosphere of even your
homes, are created to respond. They respond
only to that which knows itself and knows itself
well!
The impersonal I AM is charged to perfectly
respond to an I AM thinking Being.
Your planet Earth has suffered for an extremely
long time. There are very few and there have
been very few intelligent God-realised, God
actualised I AM Beings, able to stand before the
powers of nature and the forces of the elements,
to walk upon water, to carve doors within sides
of mountains where no door, only a moment
before, existed. There are few who have found
the key. There are few who have found the Holy
Grail and stayed with the Holy Grail long enough
to drink of the Sacred Waters of Life, to make
sure that what they have discovered, they have
BECOME! For when you have BECOME that
which you have discovered, then it is your ability
to COMMAND all LIFE!
You came to the Earth 14½ million years ago in
12 mighty streams, allowing the 12 Great Rays of
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At the end of the 2nd Golden age millions of
years ago, you knew you were future Goddesses
and Gods in this Universe. You conceived that
since you had to master the experience side of
Life and the act of Creation itself because you
are an I AM Creator Race, you all made a
decision of choosing to experience polarity as a
teaching device.
Human beings then experienced the “fall from
Grace” and in doing so, for millions and millions
of years, entered into a deep hypnotic state of
duality, whereby knowingness was set aside and
perception and belief was born. The 3rd, 4th, 5th
and 6th were all lesser Golden Ages and of those,
only the 5th Golden Age had enough prominence
to affect the future evolution of humankind.
Therefore a Divine plan was essential for a series
of events that would eventually bring the human
race back into its original design and begin again
from where you were at the end of the 2 nd
Golden Age.
In authorizing a Divine Plan for another Golden
Age, the Great Divine Director (who is the overall
authority for this system of worlds) decreed that
for this to be permitted a Great Plan was
necessary, requiring mighty preparations.
These included calling those from the stars to set
aside their Ascended Universal Souls, taking on
human Souls from the Great Central Sun and
entering into the Earth plane, teaching again the
Divine way of living Life, leaving humanity a true
record through Resurrection and Ascension.
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COSMIC LAW decreed that once this 7th Golden
Age opened, the Ascended Masters could not
appear physically manifest to guide the people
as they had in Ages past, because the records
showed, that once the Masters left, humanity
repeatedly fell back into the sleep - the hypnotic
duality consciousness.
So this time it was decreed humanity of their
own freewill must make personal effort to
prepare and acknowledge the Ascended
Masters, who ALL left records and proof of
everything they had once taught. Humanity
could then liberate themselves through the
awakening and Resurrection, with the Spiritual
Hierarchy working closely behind the scenes,
assisting those Resurrected Christ Beings to
usher in the new 7th Golden Age.
As more step into their full Christ consciousness,
the Masters will begin to appear on Earth,
working alongside the Untouchables.
For 70,000 years Sanat Kumara from your sister
planet Venus, worked alongside the higher
discerning intelligence (Christ mind) of many of
you, planning and preparing this Divine Plan to
place ALL humankind and the evolution of the
planet back on track. Former Golden Ages
(except the first two) had only 3 to 7,000 years of
preparation.
This 7th Golden Age opens its doors wide in
2012. Between May 26th and December 21st
2012, there hasn’t been a period of time as long
as this for 12½ million years, a mighty
portal/gateway between your octave and the
greater stratospheres of your planet is fully
open. This will amplify 1,000’s of times more,
Divine intervention, colossal and luminous Rays
of Light and Love pouring to the Earth.
The Sacred Fire will be projected onto your
planet to minimize certain events, ensuring
intervention that supports your awakening,
Resurrection and ultimate Ascension.
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For thousands of years there have been various
visionaries and prophets trying to interpret
revelations best they could, through the filter of
human consciousness, because they were not
raised into their full Christ Consciousness as
Jesus was.
There is also confusion within some spiritual
movements and the “new age” community and
fear within the masses, stirred by various
religious beliefs, all resulting in millions of
people believing in one thing and millions of
people believing in another thing, many also
unaware of the Divine intervention that has
come onto the planet after many prophecies
have been given.
The Ascended Jesus Christ Emmanuel spoke of
this time and of those who would come onto the
Earth and like him, would awaken, enter into the
Resurrection by applying Universal Spiritual
principles and become Illumined Christ Beings, in
which the power of God/Creator itself would
express through them, as it expressed so
perfectly through him.
Unfortunately man-made religion made the
error of personalizing Jesus the Christ, which has
resulted in deliberate distortion of truth and
completely mis-understanding the very clear
messages Jesus gave in those days.
His
messages were to bring you all out of the
darkness that had been created and back into
the glorious I AM Beings that you truly are.
The CHRIST is the Mind of the Divine Father
individualized (LIGHT). The SOUL is the womb of
the Divine Mother individualized (HEART-LOVE)
creating LIFE.
No Resurrection or Ascension is ever complete
without the Great Love - The Mother’s Heart the
Rose Pink Ray of Beloved AKASHA.
It is one thing to be strengthened to hold the
LIGHT but it is an entirely different thing to be
strengthened to hold the LOVE ,not human love
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that can be pretended, but Divine LOVE that
never registers discord and has been denied and
made absent from this planet for 12½ million
years.
One of the most disturbing and major misunderstandings within spirituality is the
reference to “the records of the past” as being
the Akashic Record.
The AKASHIC RECORD is the Divine Plan your I
AM Presence (your Great Cosmic Self) has for
each of you and ONLY begins to unfold on
completing your awakening and beginning your
Resurrection.
It is the Etheric Record that holds the record and
memory of all the past and all discord that has
ever been on the earth. The Spiritual Hierarchy
do not encourage you to allow anyone to access
the Etheric Records of past lives or any events
from the past, until they have been completely
purified on a Cosmic level by the Sacred Fires, as
these records also store the record and memory
of all discord and darkness that has ever been
upon the earth. This is fundamental and
essential information.
AKASHA is The Supreme Divine Mother of the
Universe, the Heart Realm of the Great Central
Sun – Creation itself and has overall authority of
the Soul, ensuring all are safely guided back into
their Resurrection and ultimate Ascension.
Beloved Mother AKASHA transmits through
Accredited Messengers Usa and Excalibur of the
Radiant Rose Academy Inc:
“I AM AKASHA and I know the authority of the
Heart and I AM the authority of the SOUL and
my work on this planet is yet to really begin,
because the nature of the SOUL has been
eclipsed by the darkness of human beings OWN
creation.
Your raising, Resurrection and becoming whole
again, allowing yourself to be taken by the hand
of your Divinity and raised into the fullness of
your Being, finishes the great opening of your
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heart and the healing of the feeling side of Life,
so that each of you can face what others
demonstrated before you.
The way has been shown and the records of that
have been given. The demonstration of the
purpose of this GREAT time ahead is the record
of Ascension upon the Hill of Bethany of your
Ascended Jesus Christ, which is a record NO
HUMAN BEING, once that record is revealed to
humankind, will EVER question again.
The Light is only half of you. You are not a LIGHT
species or a LOVE species; you are an I AM
species - the beautiful union of LIGHT and LOVE.
This Greater Sacred Bond of LIFE brings into
motion
invisible
forces,
offering
you
EVERYTHING required for the great Becoming,
Resurrection and Ascension.
Your hearts are calling you to be ready for the
most historical changes that are about to unfold
upon this planet.
Where there is change there is often resistance,
especially when that change desires to bring in
greater Light and Love and much greater Hearts’
Presence and that which has been absolutely
denied and made absent upon your planet, the
SOUL of the life-streams of this beautiful race of
I AM Beings......”
The Supreme Divine Father is found within the
centre of your consciousness, where there is
infinite and endless LIGHT, surrounded by the
LOVE of the Mother’s Presence.
The Supreme Divine Mother AKASHA is found in
the very deepest chambers of every human
heart.
The Holy Breath of Mother AKASHA created
every individualised Soul throughout this
Cosmos.
She is the Akashic Magnetic Force, Flower of Life
Blueprint that fills all inter-stellar space, upon
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which the Universe ensures constellations,
galaxies and systems of worlds are held in states
of absolute perfection and movement.
The 7th GOLDEN AGE will ultimately bring about
the Resurrection of the entire I AM Race and
Gaia.
Over a period of time this leads to what has been
greatly delayed, the ASCENSION of the I AM
STARSEED and the ASCENSION of GAIA.
The 8th GOLDEN AGE will eventually follow,
lasting as long as Ascended humankind and their
Spiritual Hierarchy choose...

ALL acknowledgements and gratitude to the
Cosmic Spiritual Hierarchy, the Radiant Rose
Academy Inc; and their Accredited
Messengers Usa and Excalibur for ALL article
transmission material. Article compiled by
Christarose Freeborough, founder of The I
AM Family of Light events.
The I AM Family of Light World Class Event.
1st & 2nd October 2011 held in the United
Kingdom, is in its 6th year and dedicated to
supporting humanity and the Earth in these
times of huge transition.
We are delighted to welcome the return of
the renowned accredited Messengers Usa
and Excalibur to our forthcoming 6th annual
event in 2011.

www.theiamfamilyoflight.com
www.akashaonline.com
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